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It is proved that if G is a k-connected graph which does not contain K−4 , then G
has an edge e or a triangle T such that the graph obtained from G by connecting e
or by contracting T is still k-connected. By using this theorem, we prove some
theorems which are generalizations of earlier work. In addition, we give a condition
for a k-connected graph to have a k-contractible edge, which implies two theorems
proved by C. Thomassen (1981, J. Graph Theory 5, 351–354) and by the author
(2001, Australas. J. Combin. 24, 165–168), respectively. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, all graphs considered are finite, undirected, and without
loops or multiple edges. For a graph G, V(G), E(G), and d(G) denote
the set of vertices and the set of edges and the minimum degree of G,
respectively. For a given graph G and v ¥ V(G), we write NG(x) for the
neighborhood of V(G) and dG(x)=|NG(x)|. For a subset S of V(G), the
subgraph induced by S is denoted by OSP. With a slight abuse of notation,
for a subgraph H of G and a vertex v ¥ V(G), NH(v)=NG(v) 5 V(H) and
dH(v)=|NH(v)|. In addition, for a subgraphH of G and a subset S of V(G),
NG(S)=1v ¥ S NG(v), and when S 5 V(H)=”, NH(S)=1v ¥ S NH(v).
Let k \ 2 be an integer. An edge e (resp. triangle T) of a k-connected
graph is said to be k-contractible if the graph obtained from G by contract-
ing e (resp. T) (and replacing each of the resulting pairs of double edges by
a single edge) is still k-connected. Let k-cutset be a cutset consisting of k
vertices. It is well known that every 3-connected graph of order 5 or more
contains a 3-contractible edge. But, Thomassen [15] stated that there
exist infinitely many k-connected k-regular graphs which do not have a
k-contractible edge for k \ 4.
Egawa [4] studied the minimum degree condition for a k-connected
graph to have a contractible edge and proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let k \ 2 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected graph
with d(G) \ [5k4 ]. Then G has a k-contractible edge, unless 2 [ k [ 3 and G is
isomorphic to Kk+1.
Thomassen [15] proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let G be a k-connected triangle-free graph. Then G contains
an edge e such that the contraction of e results in a k-connected graph.
Egawa et al. [5] proved the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let G be a k-connected triangle-free graph. Then G contains
max{|V(G)|+32 k
2−3k, E(G)} k-contractible edges.
As Theorem 3 shows, a k-connected triangle-free graph has a lot of
k-contractible edges. Hence the condition ‘‘triangle-free’’ is too strong. In
fact, in [9], we prove the following theorem. Let K−4 be the graph obtained
from K4 by removing just one edge.
Theorem 4. Let k \ 3 be an odd integer, and let G be a k-connected
which does not contain K−4 . Then G has a k-contractible edge.
The same conclusion does not hold when k is even. Let G be a graph
G=K3×K3× · · · ×K3=K
k/2
3 with k begin even. G is k-regular, k-connected
and each edge is contained in only one triangle. Clearly, G does not contain
K−4 and G does not have a k-contractible edge. However, in this paper, we
prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let k \ 3 be an integer, and let G be a k-connected graph
which does not contain K−4 . Then there exists a k-contractible edge which is
not contained in a triangle or there exists a k-contractible triangle.
In [3], Egawa proved the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Let G be a k-connected triangle-free graph. Then G has a
cycle C such that G−V(C) is (k−2)-connected.
In Section 4, we prove the following theorem which implies Theorem 6.
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Theorem 7. Let G be a k-connected graph which does not contain K−4 .
Then G has a cycle C such that G−V(C) is (k−2)-connected.
In [6, 14], Fontet, independently,Martinov proved the following theorem.
Theorem 8. Let G be a 4-connected graph. If G does not contain a
4-contractible edge, then G is either C2n (the square of the cycle Cn) or the
line graph of a cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graph.
Since the line graph of a cyclically 4-edge-connected cubic graph does
not contain K−4 (except for the line graph of K4, which is C
2
6). By combining
Theorems 5 and 8, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Let G be a 4-connected graph. If G does not contain a
4-contractible edge or a 4-contractible triangle, then G is isomorphic to C2n
for some n.
Interesting applications of Theorem 9 will be discussed somewhere. In
addition, we note that the following result (due to Halin and Jung [8])
immediately follows from Theorem 9 since the square of an odd cycle has a
K5 as a minor (the square of C5 is exactly K5) and the square of even cycle
has an octahedron as a minor (the square of C6 is exactly octahedron).
Corollary 10. Let G be a 4-connected graph. Then G has a K5 as a
minor or has an octahedron as a minor.
In [14] Maharry proved that every 4-connected graph other than the
square of odd cycle contains an octahedron as a minor. His proof uses
Theorem 8. If we use Theorem 9, we can give a simpler proof.
Let D be a graph drawn in Fig. 1. In this paper, we also prove the
following theorem.
Theorem 11. Let G be a k-connected graph with k \ 5.
(1) If k is even and G does not contain a K1+2K2, then G has a
k-contractible edge.
(2) If k is odd and G does not contain a D, then G has a k-contractible
edge.
Clearly, Theorem 11 implies Theorems 4 and 6. The same example in
Theorem 5 shows that Theorem 11(2) does not hold when k is even. Notice
that a D contains a K1+2K2.
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FIG. 1. The figure of a D.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 5
Suppose for a contradiction. Throughout this paper, we may assume
k \ 4 by Tutte’s theorem. Then every edge which is not contained in any
triangle is contained in a k-cutset and every triangle is contained in either a
k-cutset or a (k+1)-cutset. Let A1, A2 and A3 denote the set of k-cutsets
containing an edge which is not contained in any triangle, k-cutsets con-
taining a triangle and (k+1)-cutsets containing a triangle which is not
contained in any k-cutset, respectively.
Let A ¥ A1 2 A2 2 A3 and let H be a component in G−A. Let W=G−
A−H. First, we prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. |H| \ k−1. (Thus, |W| \ k−1.)
Proof. It is easy to see that there exists an edge zw in H. Since G does
not contain a K−4 , |NG(z) 5NG(w)| [ 1. So, |NG(z) 2NG(w)| \ 2k−1. If
A ¥ A1 2 A2, then we have |H| \ 2k−1− |A|=k−1. Hence the result
follows. Assume A ¥ A3 and let T be a triangle in A. Since dT(z) [ 1 and
dT(w) [ 1, we have |NA(z) 2NA(w)| [ k. Hence, |H| \ 2k−1−k=k−1. L
Lemma 2. If k=4, then |H| \ 4. (Hence |W| \ 4.)
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction. By Lemma 1, we may assume
|H|=3. Let xyz=P3 be a path in H. First, we claim xz ¨ E(G). For
otherwise, we have NA(x) 5NA(y)=NA(y) 5NA(z)=NA(z) 5NA(x)=”.
But since |N(x) 2N(y) 2N(z)| \ 9, we have |H| \ 9− |A|=4, a contra-
diction. Hence we may assume xz ¨ E(G).
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Let T be a triangle in A. Since dT(x) [ 1 and dT(z) [ 1, dA−T(x)=
dA−T(z)=2. But OA−T, x, y, zP contains K
−
4 because dT(y) [ 1 and
dA−T(y) \ 1. L
Lemma 3. Assume k \ 4. Let A, AŒ ¥ A1 2 A2 2 A3 and let H be a
component in G−A. Then H ł AŒ.
Proof. Assume, not and suppose A, AŒ ¥ A1 2 A2 2 A3. Let W=G−
A−H. Let HŒ be a component in G−AŒ and also, let WŒ denote
G−AŒ−HŒ. By Lemma 1, |H|, |HŒ|, |W|, |WŒ| \ k−1. Let H1, H2 and H3
denote H 5HŒ, H 5 AŒ and H 5WŒ, respectively. Also, let W1, W2 and W3
denote W 5HŒ, W 5 AŒ and W 5WŒ, respectively. Let Q1, Q2 and Q3
denote A 5HŒ, A 5 AŒ and A 5WŒ, respectively. Suppose A, AŒ ¥ A3 (We
will use this notation throughout this paper.). Let T be a triangle in A not
contained in any k-cutset. We may assume that T ¥ Q1 2 Q2. Since
|A|=|AŒ|=k+1, |A|+|AŒ|=;3i=1 |Qi |+|W2 |+|Q2 |+|H2 |=2k+2. Also,
by the assumption, H1=H3=”. Since |H| \ k−1, |H2 | \ k−1. Hence
|W2 2 Q2 | [ 2. Since |W| \ k−1 and |W2 | [ 2, W1 ]” or W3 ]”. Assume
W1=”. Then |Q1 | \ k−1 and W3 ]”. Hence |Q2 2 Q3 | [ 2. Since |H2 | \
k−1, we have |W2 2 Q2 | [ 2. Since W3 ]”, W2 2 Q2 2 Q3 is cutset and its
cardinality is at most |Q2 2 Q3 |+|W2 2 Q2 | [ 4. This holds only the case of
k=4 and |H|=3. But this contradicts Lemma 2.
Finally, assume W1 ]”. Then, by the choice of T, we have |W2 2 Q1
2 Q2 | \ k+1. Since |W2 2 Q2 | [ 2, this implies |Q1 | \ k−1, and hence
|Q3 | [ 2. Since |WŒ|=|W3 |+|Q3 | \ k−1, we have W3 ]”. On the other
hand, |W2 2 Q2 2 Q3 |=|W2 2 Q2 |+|Q3 | [ 4. This holds only the case of
k=4 and |H|=3. But this contradicts Lemma 2.
The other cases follows by the similar way. L
We choose A and H such that |H| is least possible. We need a lemma
which is due to Mader [11, 12].
Lemma 4. Let B be a k-cutset containing either an edge which is not
contained in any triangle or a triangle. Let S be a component in G−B. We
choose B and S such that |S| is least possible. Assume S contains a vertex v
and B 2 S contains a vertex u such that either vu is not contained in any
triangle and vu is not k-contractible, where u ¥ V(H), or uv is contained in a
triangle contained in a k-cutset. Then |S| [ 12 k.
It is easy to see that H has an edge e which is either contained in a
triangle or not contained in any triangle. Hence we can choose AŒ ¥ A1 2
A3 2 A3 such that |AŒ 5H| \ 2. In the rest of the proof, we use the
following notation.
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Let W=G−A−H. Let HŒ be a component in G−AŒ and also, let WŒ
denote G−AŒ−HŒ. By Lemma 1, |H|, |HŒ|, |W|, |WŒ| \ k−1. Notice that
|H2 | \ 2.
We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 5. A ¥ A3.
Proof. Assume A ¥ A1 2 A2. By Lemma 4, since k−1 > 12 k for k \ 4, we
have AŒ ¥ A3. By Lemma 2, H1 ]” or H3 ]”. Without loss of generality,
wemay assumeH1 ]”. Since |A|=k and |AŒ|=k+1, |A|+|AŒ|=;3i=1 |Qi |+
|W2 |+|Q2 |+|H2 |=2k+1.
We claim W3=”. Assume, not. Then, by the connectivity of G,
|W2 2 Q2 2 Q3 | \ k. By the minimality of H, |Q1 2 Q2 2H2 | \ k+2. But
2k+1=;3i=1 |Qi|+|W2|+|Q2|+|H2|=|W2 2Q2 2Q3|+|Q1 2Q2 2H2|\ k+
k+2=2k+2, a contradiction. So, W3=”. By Lemma 2, we have W ł AŒ
and hence,W1 ]”. Since G is k-connected, |W2 2 Q1 2 Q2 | \ k.
If H3 ]”, then by the same argument as used for H1 ]”, we can
conclude W1=”. This implies that H3=”. However, we have WŒ ı A,
which contradicts Lemma 3. L
By an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 5, we can obtain the
following lemma.
Lemma 6. AŒ ¥ A3.
In the rest of the proof, by Lemma 6, we may assume that for any edge
e ¥ E(H), e is contained in some triangle. Let T be a triangle in A not con-
tained in any k-cutset. T is contained in either Q1 2 Q2 or Q2 2 Q3.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that T is contained in Q1 2 Q2.
We prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 7. H3=”.
Proof. AssumeH3 ]”. Then by the minimality ofH, |H2 2 Q2 2 Q3 | \
k+2. If W1 ]”, then since, Q1 2 Q2 2W2 is a cutset containing T,
|Q1 2Q2 2W2|\ k+1. But 2k+2=;3i=1 |Qi|+|W2|+|Q2|+|H2|=|H2 2Q2
2Q3 |+|Q1 2 Q2 2W2 | \ k+1+k+2=2k+3, a contradiction. So,W1=”.
Since |H2 2 Q2 2 Q3 | \ k+2 and |Q1 2 Q2 2 Q3 |=k+1, we have |H2 | \
|Q1 |+1. But |Q1 2H1 | < |H1 2H2 |which is a contradiction of the minimality
of |H|. L
Lemma 8. |Q1 2 Q2 2H2 |=k+2 and |W2 2 Q2 2 Q3 |=k.
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 7, we have H1 ]” and W3 ]”. Hence by
the minimality of |H|, |Q1 2 Q2 2H2 | \ k+2. By the connectivity of G,
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|W2 2 Q2 2 Q3 | \ k. But 2k+2=;3i=1 |Qi |+|W2 |+|Q2 |+|H2 |=|Q1 2 Q2 2
H2 |+|W2 2 Q2 2 Q3 |, hence the equality holds. L
Since |Q1 2 Q2 2 Q3 |=k+1, by Lemma 8, we have |H2 |=|Q3 |+1. Also,
since |H2 | \ 2, we have |Q3 | \ 1. Next, we prove the following lemmas.
Lemma 9. |H1 | \ k−2.
Proof. By Lemmas 3 and 7, we know H1 ]”. Let TŒ be a triangle in AŒ
such that |TŒ 5H| \ 2. It is possible that V(T) 5 V(TŒ) ]”, however
|V(T) 5 V(TŒ)| [ 1. Let z be a vertex in H1. Let Aœ=Q1 2 Q2 2H2. Since
dT(z) [ 1, dT Œ(z) [ 1, and |Aœ|=k+2 by Lemma 8, there exists an edge zw
inH1. Clearly, dT(w) [ 1 and dT Œ(w) [ 1. Hence we have |NAœ(z) 2NAœ(w)| [
k+1. Therefore, |H1 | \ |NG(z) 2NG(w)|− |NAœ(z) 2NAœ(w)| \ 2k−1−k−1
=k−2. L
Lemma 10. |N(U) 5H| \ |U|+1 for all nonempty subsets U of A−T.
Proof. Suppose there exists a nonempty subset U of A−T with
|N(U) 5H| [ |U|. In this case, |U| [ |A−T| [ k−2 < k−1 [ |H|. So, H−
N(U) ]”. Then, (A−U) 2 (N(U) 5H) is (k+1)-cutset containing T and
separating H−N(U) from W 2 U. But, since |H−N(U)| < |H|, this
contradicts the minimality of |H|. L
By Lemma 10, since N(Q3) 5H ıH2 and |H2 |=|Q3 |+1, we have
N(Q3) 5H=H2.
By Lemmas 5–10, we can obtain the following fact:
For each edge ei ¥ E(H) with 1 [ i [ |E(H)|, ei is contained in some
triangle Ti and Ti is contained in some (k+1)-cutset A i ¥ A3. Let H i be a
component in G−A i and also, let W i denote G−A i−H i. Let H i1, H
i
2 and
H i3 denote H 5H i, H 5 A i and H 5W i, respectively. Also, let W i1, W i2
and W i3 denote W 5H i, W 5 A i and W 5W i, respectively. Let Q i1, Q i2 and
Q i3 denote A 5H i, A 5 A i and A 5W i, respectively. Assume T ¥ Q i1 2 Q i2.
Then H i3=”, |H i2 |=|Q i3 |+1 and N(Q i3) 5H=H i2.
We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 11. Forany jwith1[ j[ |E(H)|, if (N(Qj3)5H)5 (1j−1i=1 N(Qi3)5
H) ]” for each h with 2 [ h [ j then |1 ji=1 N(Q i3) 5H| [ |1 ji=1 Q i3 |+1.
Proof. Weproveby inductionon j. Suppose j=1. Then sinceN(Q3)5H=
H2 and |H2 |=|Q3 |+1, the result follows. Assume j \ 2. If Q j3 ¥1 j−1i=1 Q i3,
the result follows by the induction hypothesis. Assume Q j3 ¨1 j−1i=1 Q i3, and
let R=Q j3 5 1 j−1i=1 Q i3 and S=(N(Q j3) 5H) 5 (1 j−1i=1 N(Q i3) 5H). Then
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|S| \ |R|+1 by the assumption of the lemma or by Lemma 9 according as
R=”orR ]”. Hencewe have |1 ji=1 N(Q i3) 5H| [ |1 j−1i=1 Q i3 |+1+|Q | j|3 |+
1− |R|−1=|1 ji=1 Q i3 |+1. L
Since H is connected, there exists an edge e joining 1 ji=1 Q i3 to H−
1 ji=1 Q i3. Also, e is contained in some triangle Tj+1 which is contained
in some (k+1)-cutset A j+1 ¥ A3. Hence we have 1 |E(H)|i N(Q i3) 5H=H
and by Lemma 11, we have |H| [ |1 |E(H)|i=1 Q i3 |+1 [ |A−T|+1 [ k−1. Since
|H2 | \ 2 and |H1 | \ k−2 by Lemma 8, hence we have |H| \ k. This is a
contradiction, which completes the proof. L
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 11
Suppose for a contradiction. Then for any edge e ¥ E(G), e is contained
in a k-cutset.
Let R be the set of edges e of E(G) satisfying the following condition:
(1) e is not contained in any triangle, or
(2) for any triangle T containing e, if we write T={x, y, z} with
e=xy, then dG(z) \ k+1.
Before we prove Theorem 11, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 12. Let G be a k-connected graph with k \ 5. Suppose x ¥ V(G)
is a vertex of degree k.
(1) If k is even and G does not contain a K1+2K2 then there exists an
edge e=xy such that e ¥ R.
(2) If k is odd and G does not contain a D, then there exists an edge
e=xy such that e ¥ R.
Proof of (1). Let W be the subgraph of G induced by NG(x). Since G
does not contain K1+2K2, there do not exist two independent edges in W.
If there exists a vertex u ¥ V(W) such that dW(u)=0, then xu is not
contained in any triangle. Hence every vertex of W has a degree at least
1 in W. Now we know that for some vertex v ¥ V(W), dW(v)=k−1 and
dW(u)=1 for all u ¥ V(W)−{v}. If dG(v)=k, then W−{v} is a
(k−1)-cutset,which is contrary to the connectivity.Hence the result holds. L
Proof of (2). Again, let W be the subgraph of G induced by NG(x). By
the same argument in the proof of (1), every vertex of W has a degree at
least 1 in W. If W does not contain two independent edges, then by the
same argument in the proof of (1), the result holds. Hence there exists at
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least two independent edges in W. Since |W| is odd, there exists a P3=abc
in W. If W−{a, b, c} has an edge, then OW 2 {x}P contains a D, a con-
tradiction. Since W has at least two independent edges, we may assume
that there exists an edge cs such that s ¥ V(W)−{a, b, c}. Since k \ 5, we
can take a vertex t ¥ V(W)−{a, b, c, s}. Then O{a, b, c, s, t, x}P contains a
D, a contradiction. L
Next, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 13. Let G be a k-connected graph which does not contain a D
with k \ 5. Assume R ]”. Let e ¥ R and A be a k-cutset containing e. Let
H be a component in G−A. If |H| \ 3, then |H| \ k−2.
Proof. Assume |H| \ 3. Then there exists a P3=xyz in H. We divide
into two cases.
Case 1. NG(x) 5NG(y) 5NG(z) ]”.
Assume u ¥NG(x) 5NG(y) 5NG(z). If |NG(x) 5NG(y)−{u, z}| \ 2, say
a, b ¥NG(x) 5NG(y)−{u, z}, then O{x, y, z, u, a, b}P contains a D, a con-
tradiction or there exists a vertex v such that NG(x) 5NG(y)−{z, u}=
NG(y) 5NG(z)−{x, z}=NG(x) 5NG(z)−{y, u}={v} and no two of x, y
and z have a common neighbor outside {x, y, z, u, v}, in which case
we obtain k+|H| \ |NG(x) 2 NG(y) 2 NG(z)| \ 3(k − 4)+5 \ 2k− 2, as
desired.
Hence |NG(x) 5NG(y)−{u, z}| [ 1. Suppose xz ¥ E(G). Then at least
twoofNG(x) 5NG(y)−{u, z},NG(y) 5NG(z)−{x, u}, andNG(x) 5NG(z)−
{y, u} are empty. For otherwise, we can easily find a D, a contradiction.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that NG(y) 5NG(z)−{x, u} and
NG(x) 5NG(z)−{y, u} are empty.Hence k+|H| \ dG(y)+dG(z)− |NG(y) 5
NG(z)| \ 2k−2. So |H| \ k−2.
Finally, suppose xz ¨ E(G). Then since |NG(x) 5NG(y)−{u}| [ 1, we
have k+|H| \ |NG(x) 2NG(y)|=dG(x)+dG(y)− |NG(x) 5NG(y)| \ 2k−2.
So, |H| \ k−2.
Case 2. NG(x) 5NG(y) 5NG(z)=”.
If |NG(x) 5NG(y)−{z}| [ 1, then by using the same argument in the
proof of Case 1, the result holds. Hence we may assume that |NG(x) 5
NG(y)−{z}| \ 2, say a, b ¥NG(x) 5NG(y)−{z}. If |NG(y) 5NG(z)−{x}| \
1, say v ¥NG(y) 5NG(z)−{x}, then O{x, y, z, a, b, v}P contains a D, a
contradiction. Notice that by the assumption of Case 2, a, b, v are distinct.
Hence we have |NG(y) 5NG(z)−{x}|=0. Now we have k+|H| \ |NG(y) 2
NG(z)|=dG(x)+dG(y)− |NG(x) 5NG(y)| \ 2k−1. So, |H| \ k−1 > k−2.
This completes the proof. L
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Let U ı R be the set of edges e ¥ R satisfying the following condition:
For any k-cutset A containing e, every component of G−A has order at
least k−2.
Recall that we are assuming that G does not have a k-contractible edge,
and hence for each e ¥ E(G), there exists a k-cutset containing e.
We prove the following lemma.
Lemma 14. Let G be a k-connected graph which does not contain a D
with k \ 5. Assume that R ]”. Take an xy=e ¥ R. Then e ¥ U or there
exists vertices z and zŒ such that xz ¥ U and yzŒ ¥ U.
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that e ¨ U and there exists no vertex
described in Lemma 14. Let A be a k-cutset containing xy and H be a
component in G−A. We choose A such that |H| is least possible. By
Lemma 13 and the definition of R, we may assume |H|=2. Assume
H={z, w} and zw ¥ E(G). It is easy to see that |NG(z) 5 A|, |NG(w) 5 A| \
k−1. We claim A−{x, y} ¥NG(z). For otherwise, xz, yz ¥ E(G). But this
contradicts the definition of R since dG(z)=k. Similarly, A−{x, y} ¥
NG(w). Since NG(x) 5H ]” and NG(y) 5H ]”, without loss of gene-
rality, we may assume xz, yw ¥ E(G). If xw ¥ E(G), then take two distinct
vertices a, b ¥ A−{x, y} and O{x, y, w, z, a, b}P contains a D, a contradic-
tion.Hence, we have xw ¨ E(G). Similarly, we have yz ¨ E(G). Hence dG(z)=
dG(w)=k.
We claim dA(x)=dA(y)=1. For otherwise, there exists a vertex u ¥
A−{x, y} such that either xu ¥ E(G) or yu ¥ E(G). Since k \ 5, we can
take two vertices p, q ¥ A−{x, y, u}. Then O{x, y, u, z, w, p, q}P contains a
D, a contradiction.
Notice that xz ¥ R. Now we show xz ¥ U. Suppose for a contradiction.
Let AŒ be a k-cutset containing xz and HŒ be a component in G−AŒ. We
choose AŒ such that |HŒ| is least possible. We may assume |HŒ|=2. By the
same argument in the previous paragraph, we can conclude that there is no
vertex of (A−{x}) 2 {w} in AŒ. This implies that no vertex of NG(z)−{x}
is in HŒ since ONG(z)−{x}P is connected and |NG(z)−{x}| \ 4. But this
contradicts the fact that z is adjacent to some vertex in HŒ. By using the
same argument, we have yw ¥ U. Hence the result follows. L
A graph is said to be minimally k-connected if it is k-connected but
omitting any of edges the resulting graph is no longer k-connected. Halin
proved the following theorem.
Theorem 12 (Halin [7]). Every minimally k-connected graph has a
vertex whose degree is k.
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Mader proved the following theorem.
Theorem 13 (Mader [10]). Let G be a minimally k-connected graph and
let T be set of vertices of degree k. Then G−T is a (possibly empty) forest.
We prove the following theorem
Theorem 14. Let G be a minimally k-connected graph with k \ 5.
(1) If k is even and G does not contain a K1+2K2, then G has a
k-contractible edge.
(2) If k is odd and G does not contain a D, then G has a k-contractible
edge.
Theorem 14 implies Theorem 11. If G is not minimally k-connected, we
can delete edges until G is minimally k-connected. The graph GŒ obtained
from G by such edge deleting operation keeps the property that GŒ does not
contain a D or a K1+2K2. By Theorem 14, GŒ has a k-contractible edge e.
Then clearly e is also a k-contractible edge in G.
Proof of Theorem 14. By Theorem 12, there exists a vertex x whose
degree is k. Hence by Lemmas 12 and 13, there exists an edge xy ¥ U. Since
G does not have a k-contractible edge, any two adjacent vertices are con-
tained in a k-cutset. Let A be a k-cutset such that A contains xy=e ¥ U.
Let H be a component in G−A. We choose e, A and H such that |H| is
least possible. Suppose there exists a vertex xŒ ¥ V(H) whose degree is k.
Then, by Lemmas 12 and 14, there exists a vertex yŒ ¥ V(A) 2 V(H)−{xŒ}
such that xŒyŒ ¥ U. Hence there exists a k-contractible edge, a contradiction.
Hence, suppose that for any vertex v ¥ V(H), dG(v) \ k+1 and any edge
incident with v is not in U. By Lemma 14, this implies that any edge inci-
dent with v is not in R. By Theorem 13, H must be forest. Hence there exist
at least two vertices {x1, x2} such that dH(x1)=dH(x2)=1. Therefore,
NA(x1)=NA(x2)=A. Let p be a vertex in NH(x1). Since x1 p is not in R,
x1 p is contained in a triangle x1 pq, where dG(q)=k. Hence q must be in A.
Also, let pŒ be a vertex in NH(x2). It is possible that p=pŒ. But p ] x2 since
|H| \ k−2 \ 3 when k \ 5. Since x2 pŒ is not in R, x2 pŒ is contained in a
triangle x2 pŒqŒ, where dG(qŒ)=k. Hence qŒ must be in A.
Assume q is neither x nor y. Since pq is not in R, pq is contained in a
triangle pqr and r must be in A. Then, O{p, q, r, x1, x2, x, y}P contains a D,
a contradiction, even if, as is possible, r is either x or y. Hence we can
conclude that q is either x or y. We claim px, py ¥ E(G). Since either
px ¥ E(G) or py ¥ E(G), we may assume px ¥ E(G). Since px is not in R,
px is contained in a triangle pxt and t must be in A−{x, y}. Then
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O{p, t, x1, x2, x, y}P contains a D, a contradiction. By the same argument,
we can conclude that qŒ is either x or y and pŒx, pŒy ¥ E(G).
If p ] pŒ, then O{p, pŒ, x1, x2, x, y}P contains a D, a contradiction. Hence
p=pŒ. This implies that for any two distinct vertices uŒ, vŒ with dH(uŒ)=
dH(vŒ)=1, NH(uŒ)=NH(vŒ). This only happens when H is a star.
Suppose k \ 6 or |H| \ 4. Take three vertices v1, v2, v3 such that
dH(v1)=dH(v2)=dH(v3)=1 and take the vertex u1 such that dH(u1) ] 1.
We can take such four vertices because |H| \ k−2 \ 4 when k \ 6. Then
O{v1, v2, v3, u1, x, y}P contains a D since xu1, yu1 ¥ E(G), a contradiction.
Finally, suppose k=5 and |H|=3. Since H is connected, H is a P3. Let
v1, v2, v3 be three vertices of H (P3) in order. Since dG(v2) \ 6, there exists a
vertex xŒ ¥ A−{x, y} such that v2xŒ ¥ E(G). Then O{x, y, xŒ, v1, v2, v3}P
contains a D, contradiction. This completes the proof. L
4. REMARKS
Now, we prove Theorem 7 by proving the following stronger statement.
Sketch of Proof. For a technical reason, we prove the following the
statement which immediately implies Theorem 7.
(1) Let G be a k-connected graph which does not contain K−4 . Then
G has an induced cycle C such that G−V(C) is (k−2)-connected and for
any vertex v ¥ V(G)−V(C), |NC(v)| [ 2.
Suppose that there is no such cycle C. Then any triangle is contained in a
k-cutset and thus no k-contractible edge is contained in any triangle.
Assume that for any k-contractible edge e, the graph obtained from G by
contracting e contains a K−4 . Then it is easy to see that any k-contractible
edge is contained in a C4. It is also easy to see that any C4 containing a
k-contractible edge is contained in a (k+1)-cutset. Notice that, for any C4
and for any vertex v ¥ V(G)−V(C4), |NC4 (v)| [ 2.
Let A1 be the set of (k+1)-cutsets which contain a C4 containing a
k-contractible edge. Also, let A2 be the set of k-cutsets containing a triangle
and let A3 be the set of k-cutsets containing non k-contractible edge which
is not contained in any triangle. Let A ¥ A1 2 A2 2 A3 and H be a compo-
nent in G−A. We choose A and H such that |H| is least possible. By
the similar argument in the proof of Lemma 1, we have |H| \ k−1 (For
instance, suppose A ¥ A1. Then it is easy to see that there is an edge e=ab
in H. By combining facts |NG(a) 5NG(b)| [ 1 and |NC4 (a)|, |NC4 (b)| [ 2, we
can get |H| \ k−1. The other cases follow from the similar way.). By con-
sidering Lemmas 4, 5 and 6, we have A ¥ A1 and for any edge e ¥ E(H), e is
not contained in any triangle and e is a k-contractible edge. Take an edge
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e ¥ E(A). Since e is contained in a C4, we can choose such C4 and take
AŒ ¥ A1 containing such C4. In the rest of the proof, we use the following
notations:
Let W=G−A−H. Let HŒ be a component in G−AŒ and also, let WŒ
denote G−AŒ−HŒ. Then by an argument similar to that in the proof of
Lemmas 5–10, we have H3=”, |N(U) 5H| \ |U|+1 for all nonempty
subsets U of A−C4, |Q3 |+1=|H2 | and N(Q3) 5H=H2. Hence, we can
obtain the following fact:
For each edge ei ¥ E(H) with 1 [ i [ |E(H)|, ei is k-contractible edge not
contained in any triangle, ei is contained in some C4 and C4 is contained
in some (k+1)-cutset A i ¥ A1. We will use the same notation before
Lemma 11. Assume T ¥ Q i1 2 Q i2. Then H i3=”, |H i2 |=|Q i3 |+1 and
N(Q i3) 5H=H i2.
Hence by using similar argument in the proof of Lemma 11, we have
|H| [ |A−C4 |+1 [ k−2. But this contradicts |H| \ k−1.
Finally, assume that there exists a k-contractible edge e such that the
graph GŒ obtained from G by contracting e does not contain K−4 . Let z be
the vertex in GŒ which comes from e. By the induction hypothesis, GŒ has
an induced cycle CŒ which satisfies (1). If z ¥ V(CŒ), we let C be the unique
cycle of G which contains the path CŒ−z and either one or both of x, y. In
either case, clearly we can regard C as an induced cycle in G which satisfies
(1) because e is not contained in any triangle.
If z ¥ V(GŒ)−V(CŒ), then since |NCŒ(z)| [ 2, we have |NCŒ(x)| [ 2 and
|NCŒ(y)| [ 2 in G. Hence we can regard CŒ as an induced cycle in G which
satisfies (1). L
We prove the following theorem which is similar to the theorem of
Thomassen [15].
Theorem 15. Let G be a k-connected graph. Then G has a subgraph H
which satisfies the following:
(a) H is an induced subgraph.
(b) H is 2-connected.
(c) D(H) \ 3, where D(G) a maximum degree of G.
(d) G−V(H) is (k−4)-connected.
Sketch of Proof. For a technical reason, we prove the following the
statement which immediately implies Theorem 15.
(2) Let G be a k-connected graph. Then G has an induced subgraph
H satisfying (a)–(d) described in Theorem 15 such that G−V(H) is
(k−4)-connected and for any vertex v ¥ V(G)−V(H), |NH(v)| [ 4.
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If G has a K−4 or a K4, then we can take a K
−
4 or a K4 as H. Notice that,
for any K−4 and for any vertex v ¥ V(G)−V(K−4 ), |NK−4 (v)| [ 4.
Hence we may assume that G does not contain K−4 . By Theorem 5, there
exists a k-contractible edge which is not contained in any triangle or a
k-contractible triangle. Assume that there exists a k-contractible edge
e=xy which is not contained in any triangle. Let GŒ be the graph obtained
from G by contracting e. Let z be the vertex in GŒ which comes from e. By
the induction hypothesis, there exists an induced subgraph HŒ satisfying (2)
in GŒ. If z ¥ V(HŒ), then we let H be the subgraph of G which contains
HŒ−z and either one or both of x, y satisfying that d(H) \ 2, D(G) \ 3 and
H is 2-connected. In either case, clearly we can regard H as an induced
subgraph in G which satisfies (2) because e is not contained in any triangle.
If z ¥ V(GŒ)−V(HŒ), since |NHŒ(z)| [ 4, we have |NHŒ(x)| [ 4 and
|NHŒ(y)| [ 4 in G. Hence we can regard HŒ as an induced subgraph which
satisfies (2).
Finally, suppose that there exists a k-contractible triangle T=xyz. Let
GŒ be the graph obtained from G by contracting T. Let w be the vertex in
GŒ which comes from T. By the induction hypothesis, there exists an
induced subgraph HŒ satisfying (2) in GŒ. If w ¥ V(HŒ), then we let H be the
subgraph of G which contains HŒ−w and either one or two or all of x, y, z
satisfying that d(H) \ 2, D(G) \ 3 and H is 2-connected. In either case,
clearly we can regard H as an induced subgraph in G which satisfies (2). If
w ¥ V(GŒ)−V(HŒ), then since |NHŒ(w)| [ 4, we have |NHŒ(x)| [ 4, |NHŒ(y)| [
4, and |NHŒ(z)| [ 4 in G. Hence we can regard HŒ as an induced subgraph
which satisfies (2). L
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Some related research concerning contractible edges in restricted classes
of graphs has been done in [1, 2].
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